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Showcasing and Sharing Oxford Brookes Research

Managing and Sharing Teaching Resources
How is our research shared?

- Conferences: ISL, CICIN
- Brookes eJournal of Learning and Teaching
- School conferences and staff development events
- Toolkits, guides, electronic resources
- Reports
- Books
- Journal articles
- Slideshare…. Academia.edu… your blogs…
- … RADAR!
What’s in the Teaching collection?

- Audio feedback to learners during an online postgraduate module in evidence-based practice.
- Feedback from course tutors about student participation and work output from the online learning activities.
- Introductory lecture by Yerina Lavender on cancer care.
- Wikis in plain English: A short YouTube video introduction to wikis. It explains in a humorous way how a wiki can be used to co-ordinate a camping trip.

What’s not in the Teaching collection?

- **Administrative** documents such as minutes of meetings.
- **Work in progress** requiring very frequent changes (collaborative software like wikis may be more appropriate).
As planned...
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- Full-text Open Access research publications (approx. 2k)
- Impact case studies
- Conference posters
- Research data (image, video, audio, numerical, text)
- Student research (theses, dissertations, Get Published!, Oxford Brookes Student Art Collection)
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- Teaching collection and Open Educational Resources (audio, drawings, maps, photographs, text, videos)
- Past exam papers
- Cartoons
RADAR evolving...

Digital archives
- Dorset House Archive and Associated Papers
- Medical Sciences Video Archive
- Paul Oliver Vernacular Architecture Library Images
- The Album: photos of Brookes and before
- *forthcoming* Booker Prize archive

3D models
- Anthropology Artefacts
- Artists’ Books
- *possible* Open 3D library

Journals
- International Journal of Evidence Based Coaching and Mentoring,
- *forthcoming* Higher Education Journal of Learning and Teaching
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- Current Research Information System
- ‘Gold’ Open Access commercial publishing
- Ecosystem ensnarement
- Commercial / open alternatives (figShare, OJS)
- National / disciplinary repositories
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- Virtual Learning Environment
- Cloud storage (Google Drive, etc.)
- Commercial / open alternatives (SlideShare since 2006!)
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